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Context – staying in touch with employees in a time of crisis
•

The COVID-19 crisis has caused unprecedented disruption in workplaces around the world

•

Employees are experiencing higher levels of anxiety and concern as a result of job insecurity, potential exposure to the virus,
reduced working hours, family disruption, financial pressures and/or the isolation of working from home

•

In the health and social services sector, front line employees are managing increased workloads, higher levels of patient/client
stress and greater risk of exposure to the virus while providing direct patient/client care. Support employees might have anxiety
about potential redeployment during the crisis and, in some cases, the challenges of working from home

•

In this uncertain environment many NFPs are seeking to give employees a channel for providing feedback to understand what
the key issues are and to provide support and assistance as needed

•

This document outlines Insync’s In-Touch pulse survey solution which allows leaders to:
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−

gain insights into the lived experience of their teams

−

monitor this experience as the situations evolves via regular pulses

−

respond in real time to issues and concerns raised

How we will work with you
Insync is focused on helping organisations to gain a deep understanding of their employees, clients and patients – how they
think, feel and act
We are committed to enhancing our clients’ success by providing genuine insights into how to engage their employees, clients
and patients more effectively. Our service includes:
•

Taking the time to understand your requirements and priorities so that the solution is specifically tailored to the drivers of
your success

•

Providing you with a dedicated project team to guide and support you through the whole process

•

Utilising our deep industry experience and benchmarks so that we can lift out insights and recommendations that will help
your executive team focus on the most important issues

•

Building an ongoing partnership so that we can jointly support consistent improvement over time
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Solution overview – the pulse survey focuses on clarity,
resilience, support and communication required in a time of crisis
The “in-touch” survey was designed to tap into key domains impacted upon by COVID-19 and provide a comprehensive picture of where and to
what degree there has been an impact on people and their work environment. Conversely, depending on your specific situation, we could identify a
smaller number of items to only address the highest priority areas. During the planning phase we will work closely with you to ensure that the
survey addresses the specific issues impacting your employees
Domains

Example survey items

Connectedness

I feel a sense of togetherness with my peers

Wellbeing

I am optimistic about what the future holds at work

Trust

I am confident our organisation is moving in the right direction

Job satisfaction

Right now, I am satisfied in my job

Organisational support

Our organisation cares about and is committed to me

Teamwork

In my work group, we collaborate effectively to achieve our goals

Resilience

I bounce back quickly after setbacks

Role clarity

I understand what is expected of me in my role right now

Manager support

The person I report to genuinely cares about my wellbeing

Communication

The organisation communicates about what's happening in a timely manner

Open ended questions

What can the organisation do to better support you at this time?

Providing feedback is quick and easy
• Employees can provide
feedback online or via their
mobile phones
• Surveys typically take
between 3 and 6 minutes to
complete
• One or two free text
questions are recommended
• Up to two reminders are
typically sent to nonrespondents
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Mobile phone version

Online version

Survey results are available in real time via an interactive portal
A customised dashboard summarises the results at the highest level
EXAMPLE
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Key features
•

Results are available in real time

•

Dashboard can be saved as a pdf

•

Multiple access levels - managers can only access
their own results

•

Ability to interrogate the data on agreed
demographics (e.g. department, location)

•

Triggers to alert managers if employees indicate
they are in distress (would require employee
permission to make their results to be visible to
HR/OD)

The interactive portal allows each manager to analyse their
own results in detail
Breakdown by demographic group
Overall results – at organisation,
department or team level

Trend analysis
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Each manager will be guided on the most effective path to
improving their team's well being
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We have resources to support managers and employees cope
with COVID-19 challenges
Insync is the licensee for Press Ganey in
Asia-Pacific. As the largest global
health research and consulting
company, they are rapidly rolling out
resources to assist clients through this
tough time.
In addition, Insync is developing and
curating local resources to assist our
Australian clients.
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We will partner with you through the entire feedback process

DESIGN AND BUILD

SURVEY ADMINISTRATION

As needed

Ongoing as needed

2 weeks
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INSIGHT AND ACTION



Planning and scoping



Survey distribution



Survey design



Targeted reminders



Data collection methods





Reporting requirements



Communication strategy





Survey and portal build



Identify major themes and
improvement areas

Insync help desk for employee
queries



Debrief of insights and
implications

Real-time access to response
rates and results



Manager briefings/focus
groups/action planning

There are clear deliverables at each stage of the feedback process
DESIGN AND BUILD

SURVEY ADMINSTRATION / INSIGHT AND ACTION

•
•

Surveys (repeated as required)
• Dispatch survey invitations and reminders via email
and SMS as appropriate
• Response monitoring and reporting, help desk
• Triggers to alert authorised people to respond to
employees in distress (subject to permissions)
Post-survey – insight and action
• Survey results available in real time
• Interpret results and identify improvement
opportunities - debrief of results with project team
• Resources made available to managers and employees
to help them cope more effectively through the crisis

•
•
•

Planning meeting
Customised survey design
• Define your context and objectives
• Include up to 30 in-touch survey items and any
specific additional items for your context
• Up to three open ended questions
• Up to three demographic groups (e.g. division,
function, location)
Online survey build and communication planning
Customised design of online portal, with multiple levels
of access as authorised by you
Benchmarked items compared to 200 health and social
services studies

During the crisis, Insync is offering a 25% price reduction on the cost of a six-month portal subscription which will enable
multiple distributions of the same survey items through this period. A firm quote can be provided once we understand your
specific requirements.
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In summary, our solution will provide you with real time feedback on
how your employees are coping in a very challenging environment
Partnering with Insync to understand and respond to your employees attitudes and perceptions has the following benefits:
•

Confidence – we have conducted over 2,500 stakeholder engagement projects over the last 10 years, giving you the assurance that
feedback will be gathered accurately, efficiently and within the agreed timeframes

•

Objectivity – our independence means that people can rely on their responses remaining anonymous (if required), thereby
encouraging full and honest feedback. Likewise we will analyse and interpret this feedback as needed to provide a frank and
objective view of the organisation

•

Insights – our engagement and experience frameworks, developed by our Registered Psychologists, are based on leading edge
research. This means that we can give you clear feedback on your strengths and improvement areas across the organisation, with
the ability to drill down to department, team and job role as needed

•

Action – clear insights, together with facilitated support and a large library of best practices, means that you will be able to identify
and prioritise actions to address your challenges and opportunities. Access to the interactive portal will enable all managers to
understand the unique circumstances of their teams and to make use of the good practice suggestions to act decisively
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Delivering your mission through stakeholder engagement
We focus on four critical success factors to enhance your success…

Attract and retain
the right people

Align and engage
your employees

Understand and
meet client needs

Melbourne | Sydney | Gold Coast
insync.com.au

Build cohesive
leadership teams

